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Structure of a Heterophilic Adhesion Complex
between the Human CD2 and CD58 (LFA-3)
Counterreceptors
function is independent of TCR triggering (Dustin and
Springer, 1989; Moingeon et al., 1991).
The affinity of the monomeric CD2±CD58 interaction
is relatively low (KD of z1 mM) (Sayre et al., 1989; Recny
et al., 1990; Arulanandam et al., 1993a; Dustin et al.,
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junction offers a marked avidity enhancement to further
facilitate adhesive forces. Moreover, presumably by in-
creasing the local concentration of CD2 at the cell±cellSummary
interface, CD2 cytoplasmic tail±dependent signaling
events follow. The latter include augmented T cell cyto-Interaction between CD2 and its counterreceptor,
kine production (Meuer et al., 1984; Bierer et al., 1988)CD58 (LFA-3), on opposing cells optimizes immune
and IL-12 responsiveness (Gollob et al., 1995, 1996) as
recognition, facilitating contacts between helper T
well as reversal of the anergic (i.e., antigen-unrespon-
lymphocytes and antigen-presenting cells as well as
sive) state (Boussiotis et al., 1994). In addition, through
between cytolytic effectors and target cells. Here, we
recruitment of cytosolic adaptor proteins, linkage to the
report the crystal structure of the heterophilic adhe-
cytoskeleton occurs, subsequent cytoskeletal polariza-
sion complex between the amino-terminal domains of tion is established, and adhesion is regulated (Dustin et
human CD2 and CD58. A strikingly asymmetric, or- al., 1998; Li et al., 1998; Nishizawa et al., 1998).
thogonal, face-to-face interaction involving the major Detailed information exists regarding the unligated
b sheets of the respective immunoglobulin-like do- CD2 structure. Nuclear magnetic resolution studies of
mains with poor shape complementarity is revealed. the N-terminal domain of rat and human (Driscoll et al.,
In the virtual absence of hydrophobic forces, interdig- 1991; Withka et al., 1993) and X-ray crystallographic
itating charged amino acid side chains form hydrogen studies of the entire extracellular segment of rat and
bonds and salt links at the interface (z1200 AÊ 2), im- human CD2 (Jones et al., 1992; Bodian et al., 1994) have
parting a high degree of specificity albeit with low revealed that the ectoregion consists of two immuno-
affinity (KD of zmM). These features explain CD2±CD58 globulin superfamily (IgSF) domains: a nine-stranded
dynamic binding, offering insights into interactions of N-terminal V set domain and a seven-stranded membrane-
related immunoglobulin superfamily receptors. proximal C2 set domain. The N-terminal membrane-dis-
tal domain (D1) mediates the adhesion function of the
molecule by binding to the relevant counterreceptor
(Sayre et al., 1989; Recny et al., 1990), and mutationalIntroduction
analysis of human CD2 has demonstrated that the
CD58-binding surface is located on the highly chargedThe human CD2 molecule is a transmembrane cell sur-
GFCC9C99 face of the CD2 D1 protein (Peterson andface glycoprotein found on virtually all T cells, thymo-
Seed, 1987; Arulanandam et al., 1993b; Somoza et al.,cytes, and NK cells. CD2 promotes the physical interac-
1993; Osborn et al., 1995). Notably, this same surfacetion of T-NK lineage cells with antigen-presenting cells
area forms a homodimeric contact in the crystal struc-(APCs), stromal elements, and a variety of target cells
tures of rat and human CD2 (Jones et al., 1992; Bodianbearing the ubiquitously expressed CD2 ligand, CD58
et al., 1994). Further mutational studies in the rat and(Sanchez-Madrid et al., 1982; Krensky et al., 1983; Sel-
human systems have suggested that the receptor±varaj et al., 1987; Bierer et al., 1989; Moingeon et al.,
ligand interaction involves the major b sheet faces of the1989a; Springer, 1990). In the case of T cells, CD2 fosters
adhesion domains of both CD2 and its counterreceptorthe initial stages of cell contact even prior to T cell
(Arulanandam et al., 1994; van der Merwe et al., 1994;receptor (TCR) recognition of a peptide antigen bound
Davis et al., 1998b, 1998c). The recent NMR solutionto a major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecule
structure of the human CD58 adhesion domain is consis-(pMHC) (Moingeon et al., 1989a, 1989b; Koyasu et al.,
tent with the previous prediction that it, too, consists of1990). Thus, unlike with integrin-based adhesion such
nine b strands forming two antiparallel b sheets (Sun etas that mediated by CD11a/CD18 (LFA-1), CD2 adhesion
al., 1999).
Although the structures of several homophilic adhe-
sion molecules have been elucidated (Shapiro et al.,‖ To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: ellis_
1995, 1996), to date the precise molecular nature ofreinherz@dfci.harvard.edu [E. L. R.], jwang@red.dfci.harvard.edu
[J.-h. W.]). heterophilic counterreceptor interactions has not been
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resolved for any adhesion pair. To define the detailed Table 1. Crystallographic Analysis
basis of such interaction, we have determined the crys-
Space group C2
tal structure of the adhesion domains of human CD2 Cell parameters
(hCD2) and hCD58 in complex. The single N-terminal a 5 179.8 AÊ
domain of each protein was modified for expression b 5 33.5 AÊ
c 5 108.4 AÊin E. coli, refolded from inclusions, and biochemically
a 5 908purified. After stoichiometric mixing, crystals were gen-
b 5 121.88erated that diffracted to beyond 3.2 AÊ resolution. The
g 5 908
results show that hCD2±hCD58 counterreceptor ligation Resolution limit 3.2 AÊ
involves a highly charged interface consisting of many Reflections
bridging complex salt links. Favorable electrostatic in- Total number 41,649
Unique 8,196teractions between these partners in the virtual absence
I/s(I) 9.8of hydrophobic forces and/or prominent shape comple-
Completeness 86.7% (87.6%)amentarity presumably account for the dynamic binding
Rmerge 10.2% (27.8%)kinetics. As discussed below, these characteristics may
Refinement Statisticsbe best suited to permit the T cell to broadly sample
the surface of an opposing cell in search of the correct Resolution range 18.0±3.2 AÊ
Rwork 22.3%pMHC complex and costimulatory ligands.
Rfree 28.1%
Rms deviation bonds 0.006 AÊResults and Discussion
Rms deviation angles 1.1028
a Statistics in 3.20±3.31AÊ shell.Structure Determination
Proteins corresponding to the individual hCD58 and
hCD2 adhesion domains were engineered in E. coli,
since prior attempts to produce these single amino- an Rfree value of 28.1% using data to a resolution of 3.2 AÊ .
The first three residues of hCD2 D1 are not included interminal domains as secreted products in CHO or
Lec3.2.8.1 cells were unsuccessful. Given the important the current model due to poorly defined electron density.
There is, otherwise, no outlier in the Ramachandran plot.role of N-linked glycans for the solubility of these two
proteins, their folding, and, in the case of hCD2, domain Final statistics for the model are given in Table 1.
stability (Recny et al., 1992; Wyss et al., 1995), modifica-
tions were first introduced at the cDNA level. In the case Overall Structure
As shown in Figure 1, the molecules within the crystalof hCD2, for example, we obviated the requirement for
the N-linked glycan attached at Asn-65 by introduction stack into discrete layers lying perpendicular to the diag-
onal within the unit cell along the [1 0 21] directionof the triple mutation Lys61Glu/Phe63Leu/Thr67Ala on
the opposite side of the domain from the hCD58-binding through which passes the pseudodyad that relates the
two independent complexes A and B in the asymmetricsite. Prior results suggested that conversion of the Lys-
61 to a negatively charged amino acid reduced the unit. Two hCD2 D1 molecules and their symmetry mates
form one layer and two hCD58 D1 molecules and theirunfavorable clustering of positive charges in the hCD2
molecule which the high mannose glycan presumably symmetry mates form the other. These layers alternate
along the [1 0 21] direction. There is only one extensivedelocalizes in the native molecule (Wyss et al., 1995).
Likewise, we developed a version of hCD58 D1 protein contact area between layers that involves the interac-
tions between pairs of hCD2 D1 and hCD58 D1 mole-mutated in six positions, all at a distance from the hCD2-
binding site based on molecular modeling and alanine cules. Within a single pair, these hCD2 D1 and hCD58
D1 immunoglobulin (Ig)-like domains pack face-to-facescanning mutagenesis (Phe1Ser/Val9Lys/Val21Gln/Val-
58Lys/Thr85Ser/Leu93Gly). This variant protein mani- with their GFCC9C99 b sheets in a ªhand-shakingº fash-
ion. Figure 2 is a stereo view of the ribbon drawing offests improved solubility without reducing hCD2 binding
activity even in the absence of the three native N-linked one such ªadhesionº complex with a structure-based
alignment including strand assignments of hCD2 andglycans (Sun et al., 1999). The 105-residue hCD2 D1
construct yielded 15 mg/l of correctly folded protein, hCD58 delineated in Figure 3. Unlike the 608 b sheet
packing of variable domains of the heavy chain and lightwhereas the 95-residue hCD58 D1 construct yielded in
excess of 60 mg/l. Cocrystals were produced when chain in antibodies (Chothia et al., 1985) or the a chain
and b chain in TCRs (Garboczi et al., 1996; Garcia ethCD2 D1 and hCD58 D1 proteins were mixed at a 1:1
molar ratio. MALDI-TOF analysis of TFA dissolved crys- al., 1996; Wang et al., 1998), the two sheets from hCD2
and hCD58 interact in an orthogonal manner (Chothiatals confirmed the presence of both components (data
not shown). and Janin, 1982).
The conformation of hCD58 D1 agrees well with ourThe E. coli hCD2±hCD58 complex crystallizes in a
monoclonic crystal form (C2 space group) with cell di- NMR solution structure (Sun et al., 1999) and the recently
published X-ray structure of a chimeric CD58 moleculemensions such that a 5 179.8 AÊ , b 5 33.5 AÊ , c 5 108.4 AÊ ,
and b 5 121.88. The crystal contains two complexes (Ikemizu et al., 1999). The root-mean-square deviation
(rmsd) of all 95 Ca atoms between the NMR structureper asymmetric unit. The structure was determined with
molecular replacement using the program AMoRe (Na- and hCD58 of complex A in the crystal structure is 1.04 AÊ .
Similar to hCD2 D1, the hCD58 D1 falls into a V set Ig-vaza 1994). The current model has been refined with
X-PLOR (BruÈ nger, 1992) to an Rwork value of 22.3% and like fold. There are, however, two distinct features that
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Figure 1. hCD2±CD58 Crystal Lattice
Molecular packing in the hCD2±hCD58 crys-
tal is shown with hCD2 molecules forming
one layer in blue and hCD58 molecules form-
ing another layer in yellow. hCD2-A, hCD58-A,
hCD2-B, and hCD58-B molecules are la-
beled. The XZ plane of the unit cell is shown
as viewed along the y axis. The figure was
generated with SETOR (Evans, 1993).
set hCD2 D1 and hCD58 D1 apart from canonical V strand, resulting in a less flat GFCC9C99 face of hCD58
compared to that of hCD2.domains. First, there is no conserved intersheet disulfide
bond in either case. Second, in a classic V set Ig fold, The two crystallographically independent complexes
in the asymmetric unit are extremely similar. The rmsdthe polypeptide chain begins at the A strand, which
hydrogen bonds to the B strand, then kinks at a proline of the two intact complexes is only 0.75 AÊ for all 197
Ca atoms superimposed. The corresponding rmsd val-or glycine residue in the middle and crosses over the b
sandwich to become the A9 strand, which pairs with the ues for two hCD2 and two hCD58 molecules are 0.69 AÊ
and 0.56 AÊ , respectively. In the following discussion,G strand on the opposite sheet. For hCD2 D1 as well
as hCD58 D1, there is no proline or glycine in this region unless otherwise noted, only complex A is described.
so we observe the A9 strand in the A9GFCC9C99 sheet
only; the beginning segment of each domain (two resi- The Charged Adhesion Interface
One striking feature of the adhesion interface betweendues in hCD58 and seven residues in hCD2) is not hydro-
gen bonded to the B strand and hence, projects out in hCD2 and hCD58 is its hydrophilic character. In fact,
the interface is dominated by charged residues. Tablesuch a way that it is no longer part of the BED b sheet.
However, hCD2 and hCD58 differ from each other in 2 lists the hCD2 and hCD58 residues involved in forming
hydrogen bonds and salt links across the interface ofseveral respects. Most prominently, compared to hCD2,
the FG loop of hCD58 is shortened by four residues, the complex. In the current model at 3.2 AÊ resolution,
ten salt bridges and five hydrogen bonds have beenand the b bulge in the G strand is missing. The BC and
CC9 loops of hCD58 are also truncated. On the other identified. It is most notable that a significant number
of charged residues engage in a complex salt bridgehand, the C99D loop of hCD58 is three residues longer
than in hCD2. Differences also exist in the length of the networking (Musafia et al., 1995). For example, Arg-48
of hCD2 forms salt bridges to Glu-37 and Glu-39 ofb strands such that the C and F strands in hCD58 are
shorter than in hCD2. The consequence is that the hCD58 as well as Asp-31 from the same hCD2 molecule,
while Glu-39 and Glu-42 of hCD58 both salt bridge toGFCC9C99 sheet twists more between C strand and F
Figure 2. Ribbon Drawing of the hCD2±hCD58 Complex in Stereo
CD2 is in blue, and hCD58 is in yellow. The b strands in both molecules were defined by the program DSSP (Kabsch and Sander, 1983) and
labeled in black. The figure was generated using the program MOLSCRIPT (Kraulis, 1991).
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Figure 3. Structure-Based Alignment of hCD2,
hCD58, and Related IgSF Members
Both domain 1 and domain 2 residues are
indicated. Pound signs denote interface con-
tact residues in the hCD2±hCD58 structure;
asterisks mark residues in interface contacts
in the hCD2±hCD2 structure; up arrows define
the last residue of domains. Those underlined
and labeled strands were assigned based on
the crystal structures. Numbering corresponds
to hCD2 and hCD58 residues. Residues shaded
in red are structurally conserved within the
CD2 subfamily.
Lys-51 of hCD2. In turn, Arg-44 of hCD58 contacts Asp- surface of the hCD2 and hCD58 molecules. Figure 4b
is viewed from the hCD58 perspective onto the surface31 of hCD2. This interdigitation not only ensures high
coligand specificity but also contributes binding energy of hCD2 with the ribbon drawing of hCD58 superim-
posed. Conversely, Figure 4c represents the view frombecause those unfavorable like-charge residues cluster-
ing in each of the two binding surfaces (for instance, hCD2 onto the CD58 surface. The two views are related
by a rotation of 1808 about the vertical axis. Hence, toArg-48 and Lys-51 in hCD2 as well as Glu-37, Glu-39,
and Glu-25 in hCD58, etc.) will be neutralized upon com- appreciate the relationship of the electrostatic potential
surfaces in the complex, the molecule depicted in 4bplex formation. There are but three hydrophobic resi-
dues situated on the interface: Phe-46 and Pro-80 of should be placed onto that in 4c such that the left margin
of Figure 4b overlays the right margin of Figure 4c (ashCD58 and Tyr-86 of hCD2, each involved in some van
der Waals contacts. More precisely, Phe46±Cd2 of if it were a closed book). Importantly, this side-by-side
comparison shows a clear charge complementarity athCD58 contacts the Gly90±Ca of hCD2. The Pro80±Cb
of hCD58 contacts Lys42±Cd of hCD2. The aliphatic the hCD2±hCD58 interface. Four selected pairs of charged
residues (each pair has a distinct color label) involvedportion of hCD58 Lys-34 packs onto the aromatic ring
of CD2 Tyr-86. Compared to interdigitated hydrophobic in the interaction are indicated on the surface to demon-
strate this point. In this regard, statistical analysis showsinteraction between side chains of leucine, isoleucine,
and valine, etc., these van der Waals contacts do not that an average protein contains 10.3% negatively
charged residues and 11.3% positively charged resi-contribute as much binding energy. Figure 4a is a stereo
view showing the interface. For clarity, only side chains dues (Lehninger, 1975). The hCD2 D1 has 21% and 20%
positive and negative residues, respectively; hence,of the charged residues are illustrated.
Figures 4b and 4c depict the electrostatic potential twice as much as the average value for a typical protein.
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Table 2. Amino Acid Residues Forming Hydrogen Bonds or Salt Links at the CD2±CD58 Interface
CD58 CD2 Mutagenesisa
Residue Atom Residue Atom CD58 CD2 NMR Chemical Shiftb
Glu-25 Oe2 Lys-43 Nz f d 1
Lys-29 Nz Tyr-86 OH f d 1
Lys-32 O Asn-92 Nd1 f f 1
Lys-32 Nz Glu-95 Oe1 f s 1
Asp-33 Od1 Asn-92 N d f 1
Lys-34 Nz Asp-32 Od2 d d 1
Lys-34 N Gly-90 O d ND 1
Glu-37 Oe1 Arg-48 NH2 d d 2
Glu-39 Oe1 Arg-48 NH1 s d 1
Glu-39 Oe2 Lys-51 Nz s d 1
Glu-42 Oe1 Lys-51 Nz ND d 1
Arg-44 NH1 Asp-31 Od2 s ND 1
Ser-47 Og Lys-89 O ND s 2
Glu-78 Oe1 Lys-34 Nz s d 2
Asp-84 Od1 Lys-41 Nz s f 2
a Alanine scanning or other single residue mutagenesis as described (Peterson and Seed, 1987; Arulanandam et al., 1993b, 1994; Somoza et
al., 1993; Osborn et al., 1995). Open circles represent no effect, semi-circles partial effect, and closed circles complete loss of adhesion
activity in cell-binding assays.
b NMR chemical shift data refer to individually assigned amide proteins (Sun et al., 1999).
Hydrogen bonds and salt bridges were calculated with CONTACSYM (Sheriff et al., 1987).
Interestingly, about three-quarters of these charged res- characterizing protein±protein recognition sites (Conte
et al., 1999). We have also calculated the shape comple-idues are distributed on the GFCC9C99 face. The prepon-
derance of lysine residues explains the observation that mentarity of the interface between hCD2 and hCD58
following the algorithm described by Lawrence andhCD2 binds anionic carbohydrate ligands (Parish et al.,
1988). Although the corresponding percentages are Coleman (1993), which defines a shape correlation sta-
tistic (Sc) to measure the degree of geometric match9.5% and 14.7% in hCD58 D1, a majority of charged
residues (most prominently the negatively charged between two juxtaposed surfaces. Interfaces with Sc 5
1 fit perfectly, whereas interfaces with Sc 5 0 effectivelyones) are concentrated on the GFCC9C99 adhesion face
as well. define topologically uncorrelated surfaces. Sc values
vary from 0.70 to 0.76 for protein±oligomeric and prote-The hCD2±hCD58 interface is highly asymmetrical. At
one corner, the FG loop of hCD2 makes main chain ase±inhibitor interfaces, and from 0.64 to 0.68 for anti-
body±antigen interfaces (Lawrence and Colman, 1993).hydrogen bonds with the CC9 loop of hCD58, forming a
short antiparallel b sheet±like structure (see the top part Similar calculation was performed on TCR±pMHC inter-
face with Sc values ranging from 0.45 to 0.47 (Ysern etof Figure 2). At the opposite corner, there is no corre-
sponding interaction. This lack of main chain contact al., 1998). Our calculation on the hCD2±hCD58 complex
yields Sc 5 0.58. Note that at the current resolution,results from the four-residue deletion in hCD58 FG loop
relative to that of hCD2 and the absent b bulge at the solvent molecules were not included in our model, so
the calculation may somewhat underestimate the shapestart of the hCD58 G strand. From Figure 3, it is also
obvious that the center of the contact area is the C and complementarity. Nonetheless, the shape complemen-
tarity of the hCD2±hCD58 interface is at the very poorC9 strands and intervening loops for both hCD2 and
hCD58. CD58 additionally involves the C99 strand while extreme. The relatively small intermolecular contact sur-
face, poor shape complementarity, and predominanthCD2 includes the FG loop region in the interaction. Due
to the inherent twist of b sheets, the A9 and G edge electrostatic interactions must be responsible for the
experimentally determined binding kinetics involvingstrands curve away from this interface. In particular, the
A9 strands make little, if any, contacts. The view chosen hCD2 and hCD58. This will be discussed in greater detail
below.in Figure 2 looks into the interface such that the more
peripheral G and A9 strands of hCD2 and hCD58 emerge The earlier view that protein±protein association is
mediated by hydrophobic residues with hydrophilic in-toward the reader. From an electrostatic perspective,
the interface is also asymmetric. On the hCD2 side, the teractions contributing to binding specificity appears
to have been oversimplified. In fact, a recent surveyadhesion involves six positively charged residues and
three negatively charged residues (Table 2). Conversely, indicates that the average protein±protein interface has
approximately the same nonpolar character as the pro-on the hCD58 side, there are seven negatively charged
residues and four positively charged residues involved tein surface as a whole (Conte et al., 1999). Even for
homodimeric proteins previously thought to be drivenin the molecular interaction.
The total buried surface area is 1154 AÊ 2 and 1161 AÊ 2 for to dimerize by hydrophobic interactions, only in one-
third of cases do interfaces possess a large hydrophobiccomplex A and B, respectively, with roughly equivalent
contributions from hCD2 (584 AÊ 2 and 594 AÊ 2) and hCD58 core (Larsen et al., 1998). Moreover, the interface of
proteins in heterocomplex is much less hydrophobic,(570 AÊ 2 and 567 AÊ 2). This is at the lower extreme of the
average value of 1600 6 400 AÊ 2 from a recent survey presumably because the interacting partners have to be
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Figure 4. hCD2±hCD58 Interaction Interface
(a) Stereo view of charged residues across the hCD2±hCD58 interface. The positive residues are in dark blue, and the negative residues are
in deep red using a ball-and-stick format. The main chain Ca of hCD2 and hCD58 are traced in blue and yellow lines, respectively. The figure
was generated using the program MOLSCRIPT (Kraulis, 1991).
(b) hCD2±hCD58 complex showing hCD2 electrostatic potential surface representation and hCD58 as a ribbon diagram.
(c) hCD2±hCD58 showing hCD58 electrostatic potential surface representation and hCD2 as a ribbon diagram. The view of the hCD2±hCD58
complex in (c) is rotated 1808 around the vertical axis with respect to the view in (b). Four selected pairs of charged residues (each pair labeled
in a distinct color) involved in the interaction between hCD2 and hCD58 (as listed in Table 2) are indicated on the surfaces to demonstrate
their charge complementarity and relative positions on hCD2 (b) or hCD58 (c).
(d) Modeled hCD2-hCD48 complex. hCD2 is shown as a ribbon diagram and hCD48 as an electrostatic potential surface representation. The
orientation of hCD2 is the same as that in (c). The distribution of the electrostatic potential across the surface of hCD48 contrasts greatly to
that of hCD58 shown in (c). The electrostatic potential in (b), (c), and (d) is shown at the molecular surfaces and colored from dark blue (most
positive) to deep red (most negative) according to the local electrostatic potential on a relative scale. These figures were prepared using the
program GRASP (Nicholls et al., 1991).
stable in solution in their respective uncomplexed states structure during the folding process. In addition, as dis-
cussed above, the neutralization during complex forma-(Jones and Thornton, 1996). Furthermore, Xu et al. (1997)
point out that in the protein binding process, electrosta- tion of unfavorable like-charge clusters on each coli-
gand also contributes to binding energy. Our structuretistics can both provide binding specificity and contrib-
ute to binding affinity. It appears that the exposed hydro- gives a clear picture of a physiologic binding event in-
volving two proteins that interact with one other throughphilic residues on the surface of a folded protein are
only partially solvated. Hence, the desolvation cost to predominantly charged residues. Clearly, the major
source of binding energy results from these chargedform a molecular complex, although significant, is much
less than when these same residues are converted from interactions rather than the minor hydrophobic van der
Waals contacts mentioned above.an extended polypeptide chain into a three-dimensional
CD2±CD58 Heterophilic Adhesion Complex
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There is a striking concordance between the molecu- binds to Arg-48 of hCD2. By contrast, the changes in
the FG loop of hCD58 appear to be the result of thelar model of the hCD2 D1±hCD58 D1 complex as defined
by our crystallographic data, NMR data, and prior muta- main chain interaction with the CC9 loop of hCD2.
Definitive comparison between bound and unboundgenesis studies involving CD2 and CD58. With the ex-
ception of hCD58 Arg44±hCD2 Asp31 and hCD58 Ser47± components of the CD2±CD58 complex must await a
higher resolution structure. Nonetheless, these confor-hCD2 Lys89, pairwise interactions where mutational
data on both partner residues were not previously gener- mational changes explain well the NMR chemical shift
data obtained from 15N±1H HSQC spectra of hCD58 D1ated, a single mutation of either the hCD2 or interacting
hCD58 residue or both substantially disrupts cellular in the presence or absence of hCD2 D1 (Sun et al., 1999).
There we observed that the most significant chemicaladhesion as judged by cell±cell binding assays (Pe-
terson and Seed, 1987; Arulanandam et al., 1993a, shift perturbations involve the CD58 C, C9, and C99
strands and CC9 and C9C99 loops. However, additional1993b, 1994; Somoza et al., 1993; Osborn et al., 1995).
For example, mutation of either hCD58 Glu-25 or hCD2 perturbations of amide protons on the ªbackº sheet,
most significantly of Asp-56 of the D strand and of Thr-Lys-43 to alanine disrupts hCD2±hCD58 counterrecep-
tor pair-based cellular adhesion. Likewise, alanine muta- 63 of the E strand, were noted. A possible explanation
for the distal effect is that the preceding residues Leu-tion of either hCD58 Lys-29 or its hCD2 interaction part-
ner Tyr-86 disrupts adhesion. hCD58 Lys-32 interacts 55 and Leu-62 are in a close hydrophobic contact with
C and C9 strands. Hence, any changes subsequent towith hCD2 Asn-92 via a main chain O to Nd1 side chain
as well as with hCD2 Glu-95 via a Nz-Oe1 side chain± hCD2 binding in the C and C9 strands on the ªfrontº
sheet may then be promelgated onto certain ªbackºside chain interaction. Not unexpectedly, the hCD58
Lys32Ala mutation interferes with adhesion. Similar sheet residues. This kind of structural plasticity has been
reported recently for the interaction between humanfunctional disruption results from other alterations shown
in Table 2. The only mutational data inconsistent with growth hormone and its receptor (Atwell et al., 1997)
and may be relevant for the function of hCD2 as notedthe current model involve the CD58 Lys87Ala mutation,
which was shown to disrupt hCD2 binding but is solvent below.
exposed and without contact in the structure of the
adhesion complex. It is likely that this functional result Implications for Other CD2 Subfamily
was an indirect consequence of structural alteration in Adhesion Molecules
the hCD58 protein rather than disruption of a direct It has long been recognized that CD2, CD58, and CD48
intermolecular contact. (another CD2 ligand) constitute an adhesion subfamily
The micromolar binding affinity of hCD58 D1 protein within the IgSF (reviewed in Davis and van der Merwe,
enabled us to perform the 15N±1H HSQC spectrum of 1996). There are believed to be additional members in
CD58 in the presence or absence of unlabeled CD2 this subfamily, such as 2B4 (present on the NK cell
D1 (Sun et al., 1999). Thus, it was possible to identify surface), as well as the homophilic adhesion molecule
alterations in backbone amide groups of 15N±CD58 D1 SLAM (present on the surface of activated B and T cells)
when complexed with hCD2 D1. As summarized in Table among others (Cocks et al., 1995). The hCD48 molecule
2, the estimated NMR chemical shift changes of hCD58 is a second hCD2 ligand with an affinity more than two
residues Glu-25, Lys-29, Lys-32, Asp-33, and Lys-34 orders of magnitude weaker (KD of z1024 M) than that
agree well with the existing mutational data. However, of hCD58 (KD of z1026 M) (Arulanandam et al., 1993a;
the disrupting functional effect of CD58 Glu37Ala in the Davis et al., 1998c). Sequence identity between hCD48
absence of detectable hCD58 NMR chemical shifts and, and hCD58 is z25% at the amino acid level with 10%
conversely, the lack of functional effect on adhesion of of residues shared in common between hCD2, hCD48,
the hCD58 Glu39Ala and hCD58 Arg44Ala mutations in and hCD58. Long-range restriction site analysis of a
the face of detectable chemical shift argue that a change segment of human chromosome 1p and the distal end
of the main chain amide chemical environment can be of mouse chromosome 3 encoding CD2 and ATP1A1
independent of the corresponding side chain interaction (Atpa-1) genes reveals that they form syntenic pairs
during complex formation. (Moseley and Seldin, 1989). Likewise, human chromo-
some 1q and the distal end of mouse chromosome 1
encoding CD48 and ATP1A2 (atpa-3) genes are syntenicConformational Changes upon CD58
Binding to hCD2 (Wong et al., 1990). Hence, a primordial gene segment
duplicated to produce a CD2 adhesion receptor±CD48An interesting observation is that while there is no signifi-
cant main chain alteration in the hCD58-ligated hCD2 ligand recognition pair before the divergence of humans
and rodents. Subsequently, the CD2 gene diverged instructure relative to the unligated hCD2 structure,
hCD58 changes its conformation near the interface upon these two species with its product evolved to recognize
distinct ligands, CD58 and CD48, respectively. Becausebinding to hCD2. The hCD58 conformational changes
are concentrated at its C9C99 and FG loops, with the hCD58 is more homologous to hCD48 than to hCD2 and
is also located on human chromosome 1 (Sewell et al.,most substantial difference involving the tip of the C9C99
loop (residues Glu-39±Glu-42), which moves toward the 1988), it is likely that a further duplication of the CD48
gene gave rise to CD58 in the human. No rodent CD58hCD2 molecule by about 2 AÊ . This movement allows
four intermolecular salt bridges to form between the gene has been identified. Moreover, the affinity of rodent
CD2 for rodent CD48 is higher than that between thehCD58 and hCD2 adhesion pair: Glu-39 and Glu-42 of
hCD58 interact with Lys-51 of hCD2, Arg-44 of hCD58 human homologs but not as great as that between
hCD2±hCD58 (Davis et al., 1998c). Collectively, it wouldinteracts with Asp-31 of hCD2, and Glu-37 of hCD58
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appear that the rodent CD2±CD48 interaction has been membrane in a manner similar to that observed in the
largely replaced by the CD2±CD58 interaction during structure of ICAM-2, another cell adhesion molecule
evolution of human and sheep species. (Casasnovas et al., 1997).
The majority of the CD2 subfamily members have ex- Figure 3 also demonstrates that residues involved in
tracellular portions that consist of two domains: the dis- interface interaction in our hCD2±hCD58 structure are
tal V set Ig domain and a membrane-proximal C2 set Ig aligned very well with those interacting residues ob-
domain (Williams, 1987). Each shares distinct structural served in the hCD2±hCD2 structure derived from crystal
features that are suitable for cell adhesion. Along with packing (Bodian et al., 1994). This is a strong indication
structural alignment of hCD2 and hCD58, Figure 3 illus- that the orthogonal ªhand-shakingº binding mode may
trates the sequence alignment of rat CD2 (rCD2), rCD48, be a generally applicable one, with a conserved set of
hCD48, and SLAM. The residues shown in red are con- residues employed for adhesion in the CD2 subfamily.
served. These include hydrophobic core residues in B, Depending on the interacting partnership in question,
C, E, and F strands for both domains. In domain 1, there the binding affinity can vary dramatically. Table 2 details
are several characteristic features of the V set domain: the observed interactions between hCD2 and hCD58
a salt bridge between an arginine at the beginning of in our complex structures which have evolved into a
the D strand and an aspartate at the beginning of the F charge complementary interface. A similar analysis
strand (CD2 is an exception), a b bulge in the C9 strand shows that in the analogous hCD2±hCD2 interface ob-
that is made up of two consecutive hydrophobic resi- served in crystal packing (Bodian et al., 1994), there are
dues, a hydrogen bond from the conserved tryptophan fewer salt bridges (four pairs as opposed to ten pairs
in the C strand to the carbonyl oxygen of a glycine at in hCD2±hCD58). Moreover, quite a few unfavorable
beginning of the E strand, and another hydrogen bond contacts are observed in the interface, the extreme be-
from a tyrosine in the middle of the F strand to the ing the positively charged cluster of two Arg-48 and two
carbonyl oxygen of the aspartate four residues up- Lys-51 residues. In fact, the affinity of the hCD2±hCD2
stream. One notable point of departure from other IgSF interaction is so weak that no in vivo binding has been
V sets is that all domain 1 regions in the subfamily lack reported. On the other hand, the binding affinity of rCD2±
the conserved intersheet disulfide bond between the rCD48 is shown to be at least 103 weaker than that of
cysteines on the B and F strands, perhaps rendering hCD2±hCD58 (KD 5 1025 M vs. KD 5 1026 M) (Davis
the adhesion domain more elastic. When two molecules et al., 1998c). A rCD2±rCD48 complex model can be
interact orthogonally from opposing cells with their constructed, based on our hCD2±hCD58 structure, with
GFCC9C99 b sheets face-to-face, significant physical rCD2 derived from the crystal structure (Jones et al.,
forces are generated. The elasticity between two b 1992) and rCD48 created from homologous modeling of
sheets within each domain could help to absorb such hCD58. There appear to be less favorable interactions
force during adhesion. compared to the hCD2±hCD58 complex, although it is
Moreover, based on the rat and human CD2 structures difficult to predict in a precise way. In striking contrast,
(Jones et al., 1992; Bodian et al., 1994) and the sequence the homophilic SLAM±SLAM affinity has been found to
alignment shown in Figure 3, there are three unique be very high (KD 5 1029 M) (C. Terhorst, personal commu-
structural elements that are conserved within D2 of each nication). Presumably, the very high KD of SLAM±SLAM
subfamily member which are important adhesion mole- interaction needs to be regulated by restricting SLAM
cule adaptations. First, in addition to the canonical in- cell surface expression to the activated state lest cells
tersheet disulfide bond, there is another disulfide bond form irreversible adhesion pairs (Cocks et al., 1995). It
between the end of the A strand and the end of the G is interesting to note from Figure 3 that quite a few
strand, the last residue of D2. In the case of CD48, residues with branched hydrophobic side chains, such
the two prolines following the G strand may orient the as Ile-25, Ile-33, Ile-35, etc. are aligned in positions where
polypeptide chain to form a disulfide bond to the begin-
hCD2 molecules have homophilic contacts. These resi-
ning of the B strand. This additional disulfide bond
dues may make energetically favorable hydrophobic in-
should consolidate D2. Such a modification may prevent
teractions. Consistent with the above idea, Figure 4dthe G strand that links to the premembrane stalk region
shows the electrostatic potential surface of a homology-from being peeled apart from the domain by traction
modeled hCD48 structure that was constructed basedforces. Second, there is a conserved asparagine four
upon an alignment with hCD58 delineated in Figure 3residues downstream from the canonical cysteine in the
using CD58 coordinates and standard loop generationF strand of D2. This asparagine is located at the top of
procedures. The striking CD58 charge complementaritythe FG loop. It makes three hydrogen bonds to main
relative to hCD2 is not evident for hCD48. This low-chain atoms in different parts of the structure at the top
affinity hCD2±hCD48 interaction is insufficient to sup-of the D2, pulling together the FG loop, BC loop, and
port T-APC cell±cell adhesion (Arulanandam et al.,the beginning of the D2. This not only consolidates the
1993a) or trigger enhanced IL-12 responsiveness of acti-top portion of D2, but also closes up the otherwise
vated T cells (Gollob et al., 1996).opened BC loop and FG loop, offering the D1±D2 junc-
tion even more flexibility for orienting the adhesion sur-
Model of the CD2±CD58 Ectodomain Interactionface of D1. Third, there is a potential glycosylation site
Based on the current X-ray structure of the hCD2 D1±near the bottom of D2: at the AB loop in the case of
hCD58 D1 complex, the previously described X-rayCD2 and SLAM, and at the EF loop in the case of CD48
structure of the hCD2 D1D2 and homology modeling ofand CD58. As noted before (Jones et al., 1992), this
hCD58 D1D2 using hCD2 D1D2, we constructed a modelglycan should point toward the cell membrane. We pro-
pose that the glycan will help orient D2 on the cell of the interaction between the entire hCD2 and hCD58
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differentially affects homotypic interactions (Cunning-
ham et al., 1987). By analogy, since we have observed
that the sialylation of CD2 D2 glycans decreases upon
T cell activation (our unpublished results), it is likely that
any induced array at the activated T cell±APC junction
may be regulated in part by differential glycosylation.
Because exposure of CD2R increases on clustered cell
surface CD2 molecules (Li et al., 1996), counterreceptors
cannot pack in such a way that they align to obscure
the site. The nine glycan adducts on each heterophilic
pair preclude the possibility that any physiologic aggre-
gation of coreceptors would resemble the crystal lattice
shown in Figure 1. In fact, stable lattice formation at the
cell±cell junction would be counterproductive, pre-
venting TCR and pMHC diffusion in the contact zone and
hampering the dynamic nature of CD2±CD58 interaction
noted below.
Heterophilic Adhesion in Immune Recognition
The evolution of heterophilic CD2±CD58 recognition
may offer additional specificity over that of a homophilic
interaction involving the primordial CD2 anlage. Hence,Figure 5. Molecular Surface Representation of the Model of hCD2±
the T-NK restricted expression of hCD2 fosters interac-hCD58 Ectodomain Interaction
tion with many CD58-expressing cells including APCs,The model was constructed based on crystal structures of hCD2±
hCD58, hCD2±hCD2, and homology modeling of the second domain stromal elements, and cytolytic target cells, etc. That
of hCD58. The two views are representative of the same complex CD58 expression is dramatically upregulated in inflam-
rotated z1208 around the vertical axis. The position of the N-linked matory lesions further leads to targeted recruitment of
glycans attached to asparagine residues are shown in dark blue T cells into inflammatory sites (Dengler et al., 1992). By
with the first glycan linked to Asn-65 of hCD2 in pink. The T113
the same token, the 10- to 20-fold increase in CD2 cellmAb±binding site is shown in red. GRASP surface representations
surface copy number following T cell activation facili-of hCD2 and hCD58 are shown in light blue and yellow, respectively.
tates cell±cell adhesion. That the binding surface of the
GFCC9C99 sheet of D1 is oriented away from cell mem-
brane (assuming that D2 is roughly perpendicular to theectodomain. In the two views offered in Figure 5 repre-
senting a z1208 vertical axis rotation relative to each membrane) in both hCD2 and hCD58 molecules pre-
cludes the possibility that CD2 and CD58 molecules onother, the T cell membrane is situated at the top of
the page and the APC membrane at the bottom. The the same cell surface might interact with one another,
hence favoring heterophilic molecular interactions be-distance spanned by the heterophilic counterreceptor
complex is z140 AÊ (exclusive of the short membrane- tween molecules on opposing cells (trans) rather than
between molecules on the same cell (cis). A review ofproximal 6- to 9-residue stalk region of each compo-
nent), roughly the distance bridged by a TCR±pMHC other adhesion molecules (Wang and Springer, 1998)
emphasizes that a proper presentation of binding sitesinteraction. The conformational epitope, termed CD2R,
which maps to the flexible linker region between D1 and on cellular surfaces is critical for cell adhesion in the
trans mode.D2 and is induced by CD58 binding (or the CD2 head-
to-head crystal packing, mimicking the more primitive To date, two homophilic adhesion molecules, N-cad-
herins and P0, have been examined at a structural levelCD2±CD2 homophilic binding), is accessible on the CD2
complex (Meuer et al., 1984; Li et al., 1996). The single (Overduin et al., 1995; Shapiro et al., 1995; 1996; Nagar
et al., 1996). Each mediates a set of static interactionshigh mannose glycan in the CD2 adhesion domain at
Asn-65 projects up and away from the CD58-binding through dimerization of homodimers. In contrast, hCD2±
hCD58 heterophilic interaction involves distinct mono-face of CD2 (Wyss et al., 1995). This glycan is smaller in
size than the other two-complex, polysialylated glycans meric receptors that heterodimerize, contributing to a
dynamic set of cell±cell binding events involving cyclesattached to CD2 D2 (at Asn-117 and Asn-126) (Reinhold
et al., 1992). The glycan attachment site at Asn-117 lies of adhesion-deadhesion that facilitate immune surveil-
lance as well as contribute to T (and NK) cell motility.proximal to the T cell membrane pointing toward the T
cell surface (left view), while that of Asn-126 is opposite The dynamic nature of the hCD2±hCD58 interaction is
underscored in several ways. First, BIAcore surfacethe CD2R epitope (left view). The CD58 structure pro-
jects in an analogous way from the APC surface. Note plasmon resonance studies have been used to derive
kinetic measurements of the CD2±CD58 interaction (re-that CD58 is more heavily glycosylated than CD2 with
six N-linked glycans: three within D1 at Asn-12 on the viewed in Davis et al., 1998c). While the KD has been
shown to be mM, the most striking observation is thatD strand, Asn-66 on the EF loop, and Asn-81 on the FG
loop as well as Asn-107, Asn-141, and Asn-167 in D2. the observed koff rate is $4 s21 and the calculated kon is
$400,000 M21´s21. This result is in contrast to that ofThese glycans will affect the packing of the counterre-
ceptors as they cluster at the cell±cell junction. In the the characterized TCR±pMHC interactions, where the
kon varies from 600 to 22,000 M21´s21 and koff is 0.01±0.1case of N-CAM molecules, the state of polysialylation
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s21 (KD of 1±100 mM) (Davis et al., 1998a). Second, NMR among the CD2±CD58 complexes and unligated compo-
studies examining the interaction between hCD2 and nents creates a loose and dynamic organization within
hCD58 adhesion domains in solution show that the koff the T cell±target cell contact area. This allows TCR com-
for this complex is z7 s21 as determined by exchange plexes and pMHC molecules to diffuse into this contact
line broadening, consistent with the fast dissociate rate region without much hindrance such that interactions
determined by surface plasmon resonance (Sun et al., are optimized by the intermembrane distance main-
1999). Third, photobleaching studies using a glass tained by the CD2±CD58 complexes. By way of contrast,
supported lipid bilayer reconstituted with fluorescent- larger molecules such as CD45 or integrins would be
labeled CD58 molecules demonstrate that the T cell± excluded from this junction. The recently described su-
bilayer interface fosters rapid exchange of components pramolecular organization of membranes in the area of
within a given hCD2±hCD58 pair (Dustin, 1997). Hence, contact between T cells and APCs is consistent with this
while fluorescent hCD58 molecules that accumulate in suggestion (Monks et al., 1998). Finally, TCR stimula-
the T cell±bilayer interface are bleached, these are rap- tion activates integrin-mediated adhesion (Dustin and
idly replaced with fluorescent hCD58 molecules diffus- Springer, 1989). Hence, once activation of integrin±CAM
ing into the contact site from adjacent bilayer regions adhesion occurs, the integrins will strengthen the CD2
undoubtedly aided by enhanced mobility of the hCD58 adhesion by further contributing to cell±cell interaction
through its phosphoinositide membrane linkage. These forces although at a distance from the proposed CD2±
data convincingly argue that hCD2±hCD58 bound mo- CD58 membrane domain contact site. Such reinforced
lecular pairs rapidly dissociate and exchange to new cell±cell contact may be particularly important for the
partners rather than rebinding to the same CD2±CD58 generation of interdomain junctional stability required
pair components. The favorable charge complementar- for efficient CTL lysis of targets, for example. The dy-
ity shown herein for the CD2±CD58 interface likely con- namic nature and coordination of such adhesion events
tributes to the very fast on rate, while the rapid off rate remain to be investigated.
may result from the virtual absence of interface hy-
drophobic contacts. This dynamic view of the CD2± Experimental Procedures
CD58 interaction is further born out by the rapid redistri-
bution of CD2 to the cell±cell junction during conjugate Protein Production and Purification
To produce histidine-tagged human CD2 D1 (aa 1±105), the 59 andformation. In addition, the CD2 ectodomain undergoes
39 primers were designed to introduce six histidine residues followedrapid conformational changes as documented by ap-
by a thrombin cleavage site (LVPRGS) at the amino terminus and apearance of the CD2R epitope (Meuer et al., 1984; Li et
stop codon in place of amino acid 106 of the CD2 D1, respectively.al., 1996). The latter maps to the pivot region between
A plasmid encoding human CD2 D1 (aa 1±105) with the triple muta-
D1-D2, facilitating reorientation of CD2 D1 relative to D2. tion at Lys61Glu/Phe63Leu/Thr67Ala was used as the template DNA
Given the equivalent pivot region in CD58, reorientation for PCR. The PCR amplified product was directionally ligated into
may occur in CD58 D1 relative to D2 as well. NheI and BamHI sites of the T7 promoter expression vector pET-
11a and its sequence confirmed by DNA sequencing. For bacterialThe fast on and off rates noted with CD2±CD58 inter-
expression, the resultant construct, termed pNHCD1, was trans-action are reminiscent of those of selectin±ligand in-
formed into E. coli strain B834 (DE3), carrying a chromosomal copyteractions (Nicholson et al., 1998). The latter include
of T7 RNA polymerase under control of the IPTG inducible lac pro-
L-selectin and P-selectin whose ectodomains contain moter. An overnight preculture of transformant (10 ml) supplemented
an amino-terminal lectin domain and an epidermal with ampicillin (0.1 mg/ml) was inoculated into 1 l of Luria broth
growth factor±like domain, both of which are necessary medium at 378C and grown to log phase. Overproduction of the
to mediate neutrophil adhesion (Graves et al., 1994; protein was initiated by addition of IPTG to a final concentration
of 1 mM. After a further 3 hr incubation, cells were harvested byFreedman et al., 1996). The presence of a finite number
centrifugation and then lysed by sonication.of L selectin±ligand interactions at any one time with
The isolated inclusion bodies were dissolved in 20 mM phosphaterapid bond breakage and formation allows a zone of
buffer (pH 7.6) containing 6 M guanidine HCl, 0.5 M NaCl, 10 mM
adhesive contact to be translated along vessel walls as imidazole (buffer A) and applied to a previously equilibrated column
cells roll in response to their dynamic drag forces (Puri of Ni-NTA Sepharose (5 ml). The refolding of protein was carried
et al., 1998). This type of dynamic interaction may also out on the column by stepwise batch washing with decreasing con-
centrations of 6 M guanidine-HCl in buffer A. The final wash wasbe applicable to movement of the T cell membrane along
buffer A containing 0.75 M guaninidine HCl.an APC directed by the CD2±CD58 counterreceptor in-
Recombinant human CD2 D1 was released from refolded fusionteraction.
protein by thrombin digestion. For thrombin cleavage, the columnThe ligation of CD2 by CD58 creates an intercellular
was washed six times with 5 ml of 50 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 0.1 M NaCl,
membrane distance comparable to that required for 2 mM CaCl2. Two hundred micrograms of thrombin (2 U/mg) was
TCR±pMHC interaction or NK receptor±MHC interaction applied to the column, incubated at 308C for 2 hr, and thrombin-
(Garboczi et al., 1996; Garcia et al., 1996; Fan et al., 1997; cleaved protein was eluted with 50 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 0.5 M NaCl,
20 mM imidazole. Subsequently, thrombin was eliminated by gelTeng et al., 1998), implying that immune recognition
filtration of the eluent using Superdex 75. The yield was z15 mg ofcan readily occur in the adhesion patch. The distance
protein/l E. coli culture. The CD58 D1 protein was produced asimposed by CD2±CD58 binding likely fosters such rec-
previously described (Sun et al., 1999).ognition processes. Hence, in the presence of hCD2±
hCD58 interaction, T cells recognize the correct pMHC
Crystallization and Data Collectionwith a 50- to 100-fold greater efficiency than in the ab-
Crystals were grown at room temperature using a conventional
sence of hCD2±hCD58 interaction (Koyasu et al., 1990). hanging-droplet vapor diffusion method. A 1 ml protein solution
The B7-CD28 costimulators and CD4 and CD8 corecep- containing hCD2 and hCD58 in an equal molar ratio at a final total
tors will move into this adhesion patch as well. Instead protein concentration of 12 mg/ml in 0.1 M HEPES (pH 7.5) was
mixed with 1 ml crystallization buffer (2% PEG 400/2 M (NH4)2SO4/1of forming a rigid lattice, the exchange of partners
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M NaCl/0.1 M HEPES at pH 7.5). The same crystallization buffer authors thank Yasmin Chishti for help with protein purification and
was in the reservoir for vapor diffusion. From this condition, there Dr. Linda Clayton for helpful comments on the manuscript.
appeared two kinds of crystals with different morphologies: a hexag-
onal plate and a rod. The rod-like crystals diffracted to at least 3.1 AÊ , Received April 1, 1999; revised May 10, 1999.
whereas the other form diffracted poorly. Crystals were harvested
into a stabilizing buffer of 3 M (NH4)2SO4/1 M NaCl/0.1 M HEPES
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